The minimal conditions for pattern formation are examined in systems where reaction-diffusion applies in combination with crossdiffusion. It is found that for such systems self-organization properties appear, even if the chemical part is very simple. Moreover, it turns out that a simple catalytic reaction, when associated with an even very small cross-diffusion (as compared to normal self-diffusion), can lead to the formation of patterns. Possible experiments in this direction are proposed.
Introduction
The purpose of this paper is to investigate the pattern formation potentialities of reaction-diffusion systems when the omnipresent cross-diffusion is taken into account. As we will point out into the sequel, this coupling endows simple reactional systems, which otherwise are instability free, with interesting pattern-formation properties.
This investigation is further motivated from the fact that there is a relative rareness of experimental systems, displaying the patternformation properties, well-known by the behavior of our theoretical models. Note however the Chlorite-Iodide-Malonic acid-Starch reaction system which is recently verified to be the first system in the context of experimental physical chemistry, displaying one- [1] and two- [2] dimensional structures of the type predicted by Turing [3] .
On the other hand, especially in the framework of material sciences and in the biological world, several pathways of patterning are observed which approached by means of reaction-diffusion theory. For a review of biological patterning and reaction-diffusion theory see ref [4] . The same ideas are applied in a variety of problems in material sciences: e.g. the radiation induced solid-solution instability [5] or the dislocation patterns' formation in materials under stress [6] . This abundance of pattern forming phenomena seems to encourage the idea that Pattern Formatton in Far-From-Equilibrium Systems Due to Cross-Diffusion the underlying mechanisms must not be exotic or based upon some very particular or rare kinetic demands.
In the literature two ways are essentially proposed in order to attain instabilities of the Turing's type leading to stable patterns in a system with polynomial kinetics. The first is to consider, a threemolecular reaction step in a system including two chemical variables (cf. the "Brusselator" [7] used as a model system in reaction-diffusion dynamics). The second way is to consider reactional kinetics without terms higher than quadratic, but involving more than two variables: Let us mention here a model developed in the framework of dislocation dynamics, related to the pattern formation in irradiated materials [8] .
In order to present instabilities towards patterned perturbations, the above reaction schemes should incorporate autocatalysis and lateral or end-product inhibition in their kinetics. Of course, major difficulty in the search for systems presenting instabilities leading to stable patterns relates just to the high specificity of the above kinetic requirements.
Our opinion is that several alternative ways toward patterning must be tried in parallel to the classes of models mentioned above.
The main conditions and requirements for instabilities in a two-variable reaction-diffusion system are studied by Tyson & Light [9] . These authors, using a simple argumentation did an interesting classification of the possible non-linearities and the related pattern formation potentialities of models. However, a careful study reveals that they omitted to consider the effect of cross-diffusion when coupled to simple reactions which are normally unable for patterned instabilities. Let us briefly consider in the next section an analysis, essentially of a Tyson & Light type, but including cross terms in diffusion. and:
In reaction schemes with no higher than quadratic nonlinearities, η , n 2 are restrained to be always negative. Let us study the conditions of instability of the homogeneous reference state of system (1) by means of eq (4) . In order to have one eigenvalue of the linear operator Μ switching to positive values, equation d^ = 0 must hold. Let us also consider only reactional systems with non-negative, i.e. systems which, in the absence of diffusion, are not explosive. Note that for I < 0 a simple singularity in the non-diffusive system of eqs(l) will always be a saddle point. In order to make system (1) able to select 2 between wave numbers, the curve λ (m ), where λ is the value of the ο ο 2 control parameter which nullify the quantity d 2 (m ,λ), must have an extremum in the positive quadrant. To this end, taking > 0 we ought to consider a type of diffusivity, always respecting condition > 0.
The quantity I is crucial: its positivity guarantees self-organization. if off-diagonal diffusion is present. Let us consider cross terms in the diffusion matrix allowed to take values even higher than the diagonal ones. In the following section we review some situations where this is possible [10, 5, 11, 12] . Under these conditions, even if |n |, |n 2 | & |c |. |cJ are of the same order of magnitude, i.e. in very simple reactional systems without catalysis, autocatalysis or any other feedback property, can become positive and subsequently patterns can spontaneously arise.
B.
On the other hand, another way of destabilization can occur towards ordered patterns, if the omnipresent weak cross-diffusion [13, 14] is taken into account. Indeed, if |c |, |c | are bigger enough than J η j, I η I, even a weak cross-diffusion may induce pattern formation.
Here one can point out easily a limitation of diffusive instabilities investigated in this paper: Cross-diffusion or its permissible combinations with self-diffusion (not leading to explosions) retain the trace -d always negative. Consequently, cross-diffusion may account for stationary pattern formation, but not for homogeneous or patterned limit cycles.
3. Concrete models and computer simulations.
The combination of very simple reaction schemes with an important cross-diffusion will not be presented in detail here. We can point (see ref [12] ) that even simple isomerization processes can lead to patterned instabilities in the above context. Even if in simple systems with "passive" diffusion, diagonal terms seem to be always more important, in several cases the situation can be inverted.
Jörne [10] demonstrated that in an electrolytic solution of ionic species, the inclusion of a self-diffusion potential engenders crossdiffusion. Moreover, as the resulting cross-diffusion coefficients are functions of several electrochemical parameters of the system they can be higher than the corresponding self-diffusion terms.
In systems of interacting defect populations in a material under irradiation, Martin and co-workers [5, 11] have developed a threevariable reaction-diffusion model explaining the radiation-induced solid-solution instability. This system has a very simple "reaction" part. Its patterning properties are related principally to crossdiffusion. The expressions for the corresponding coefficients [11] are concentration-(and gradient) dependent and for suitable parameter values may surpass the diagonal (self-diffusive) terms, causing a patterned instability.
From very early [3] taking into account the cellular compartmentalization, the diffusing terms in the reaction-diffusion equations for living organisms were considered to express an underlying cell-cell contact mechanism rather, than passive diffusion (see also ref [15] ). As it is analyzed elsewhere [12] , cell-cell contact mechanisms including suitable membrane enzymes' action can engender macroscopic crossdiffusion transport even higher than self-diffusion in the same system.
In the following we deal with the case of self-diffusion » crossdiffusion which fits well with the usual situation of the coexistence of the major self-diffusion with, small off-diagonal contributions due to cross-effects.
One can find in the literature some reported measurements of cross-diffusion coefficieiits which give an idea of the order of magnitude of the phenomenon in several experimental situation. So, Huppert & Hallworth [13] measured in the system water-KCl-glycine that the cross-diffusion coefficients are 50 times less than the smallest diagonal term. In systems of water-urea-sucrose and water-KCl-sucrose the same ratio is 15 Inspecting eq(4) we saw that destabilization of the reference state and pattern formation depends on the possibility of d^ to become negative, i.e. the possibility of I to become positive and big enough. (5) represents a solution where the catalyst Y, its precursor and the final products of its decomposition, couple throughout the catalytic step X + Y > Y ... and the cross-diffusion effect with the evolution of substrate X. Let us consider the experimentally simpler situation, where the catalyst is considered unaltered during the reaction, and its total amount in the reaction vessel is Y :
where Ydr = Y . that this curve presents an extremum (A ,m ) characteristic of the er cr destabilization of the reference branch. In systems presenting such a criticality diagram (cf. the case of "Brusselator" [7] ) the reference state X q , Y q is uniquely determined by the chemical parameters of the system. On the other hand, in system (6), for any quantity of the catalyst Y^ added in the reaction vessel, another homogeneous reference state will be established. This indeterminacy is reflected in the form of d 2 of eq(4):
Nullification of the bracket in the above equation will give the . 2 criticality diagram (A o> m ).This is a straight line and the pattern emerging as first bifurcation of the reference branch will always be characterized by m = 1. Nevertheless, branches emerging later, initially unstable, corresponding to wave numbers m * 1 can gain stability due to secondary interactions [16] . In Fig.2a , simulating system (6) for low values for the control parameter, we see the dissipative structure emerging at A = 0.03 with m = 1 (A = 0.012). cr Let us consider eqs (3) (4) . If we put η =n =0, c <0 and c >0, we M 12 1 2 deduce the expressions corresponding to the Lotka-Volterra model, well known from population dynamics [17] . This system in the absence of diffusion is characterized by the execution of conservative oscillations in the phase space. Endowed with purely diagonal diffusion, the Lotka-Volterra model is unable for any pattern formation [18] . Jörne has studied [19] 2 YX ι XY only necessary condition for patterned unstabilities. We must note that the condition D y =0 implicitly corresponds to cross-diffusion » self-diffusion. As we saw in the beginning of this section this situation may give rise to patterns even when the reactional part of the system is so simple as an isomerization. (For details see ref [12] system is taken π and the conditions prevailing at the boundaries are "no fluxes", the monotonic polar mode corresponding to wavenumber m=l becomes unstable. Of course, the homogeneous part of the Lotka-Volterra model is considerably more "synergetic", i.e. difficult to be realized, than the simple catalytic systems (5) and (6) introduced earlier in this section, as it is characterized by the "autocatalytic" step: A+X »2X.
Conclusions.
The minimal requirements are investigated, so that a two-component reaction-diffusion system can create patterns in the presence of cross-diffusion.
It is shown that the inclusion of a weak cross-diffusion accompanying usually normal diffusion of chemicals in multicomponent systems, can give rise to patterns in simple reaction schemes endowed with a catalytic reaction step.
It must be noted that our results are not in contradiction with the requirements of self-organization as presented in the literature, i.e. autocatalysis and lateral or end-product inhibition. These characteristics can be attributed to cross-diffusion when it couples properly to some simple reactions. On the other hand, cross-diffusion can generate stationary patterns but not time dependent dissipative structures.
We think that experimentation is possible along the lines indicated in this work. Especially in what concerns systems characterized by a catalytic step plus a weak cross-diffusion, the requirements are easily accessible in several possible setups. So, a search inside the parameter space of such simple systems could probably result in experimentally interesting realizations.
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